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First Division Spring Mini-Meet
May 16, 2015 - Coos County Fairgrounds, Myrtle Point
irst Division will hold its 2015 spring mini-meet Roger Coastmann of Coastmann's Model Trees will
on Saturday, May 16, at the Coos County provide an update on his growing empire. Marvin
Fairgrounds in Myrtle Point. At the fairgrounds
Selzer has built a home layout with an interesting sound
entrance, signs will direct you to the meeting room To
system that he will describe. Glenn Edmison will
accommodate the longer travel for most attendees, the discuss the NMRA’s Achievement Program.
doors will open at 9 AM and the program will start at 10
The Model Railroad Layout at the Coos County
AM. Coffee and donuts will be available before and Fairgrounds Museum is currently hibernating in an
unheated, uninsulated building. The layout will be
during the program.
The program will include door prizes, a “people’s placed back in operating condition before the minichoice” model contest, and an opportunity for modelers meet. We look forward to greeting new visitors and
to bring their models for AP Merit Award evaluations. invite them to bring DCC trains to run.
Lunch will consist of fixings for sandwich, a bag of
Christopher Jones has prepared a fine clinic program.
Jerry Slattery has historic photos of Coos County chips and a drink, available for $5 at the meet. Other
railroad and other transportation to share with us. lunch options are available locally.
TUNNEL COUNTRY GRANTS
accompanying form by mail or email to Charlie Hutto
prior to the May 16 mini-meet. All members except
unnel Country Grant Program rules are online at those with RailPass or Family memberships are eligible
http://pnr.nmra.org/1div/div1bus.htm#grants2. to run for office, and to vote.
Grant applications received by First Division
OFFICER NOMINATION FORM
Superintendent Rich Pitter on or before August 31 will
be considered in the next round of grant awards.
The one- or two-page application should provide all If you want to run for First Division office, provide
the information requested in the rules. The group the information requested in this form to Charlie
submitting the application must include at least one Hutto by mail or e-mail prior to June 10 to be
included on the ballot.
member of First Division.
Tunnel Country Grants are funded by interest
received from First Division receipts from the Full Charlie Hutto
Steam to Eugene National Convention of the ‘80’s, and 1510 Chestnut St SE
are intended to promote projects that encourage model Albany, OR 97322
Charliehutto@hotmail.com
railroading as promoted by the NMRA.
*****
I wish to run for (select only one)
Upcoming First Division Elections
___the Board of Directors
he First Division, PNR, NMRA, will hold ___Superintendent
elections using ballots that will be mailed to of First Division, PNR, NMRA, for the two-year term
members about June 15 and which must be from September 1, 2015 to August 31, 2017.
received in mail by Ballot Counter, Charlie Hutto on or Name ______________________________
Address _ ___________________________
before August 25 to be tallied.
The Nominating Committee requests that members Phone ____________________
who are interested in running for a two-year term for the E-Mail ____________________________
Board of Directors (six positions to be filled) or Signed _________________________
Superintendent submit the information requested in the
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Red/Green). Blinking lights, such as at railroad
crossings or on emergency vehicles are great for
attracting attention. Blinking lights on signs or the
chase lights on theater marquees also catch the eye.
Colored L.E.D. beams aimed up the sides of a building
make interesting night effects.
Although you may want identical L.E.D. lights in
multiple locations throughout a building, consider
putting partitions to divide buildings into smaller
rooms. Don't forget to add light blocks to separate
different floors. You can also cover windows with
black to eliminate that single-room-house look.
There are situations where attention to different
lighting types can enhance the appearance of a model.
Apartments over a shop have incandescent lights while
the shop has fluorescent lights. The lighting in the
office part of a business will be fluorescent while the
working part will often have sodium vapor lights.
Iron Penguin Electronics makes several L.E.D.
circuits. One is for a home. It has three circuits: one
light that is always on, one that turns on and off
randomly, and one that looks like a TV as seen through a
window. I've bought many blinky things from him.
They really bring my layout to life. He also sells
prewired LEDs. His kits use some small surfacemounted device (SMD) L.E.D.'s, perfect for N scale.
You may want to check out his website at
http://www.ironpeng.com/ipe/houselightindex.html.

L.E.D. Layout Lighting
Compiled by Glenn Edmison

L

ight Emitting Diode (L.E.D.) lighting has taken
model railroading by storm, as well it should.
The tiny semiconductor components are bright,
colorful, and power-efficient, which also means that
they are cool to the touch and won't burn fingers or melt
plastic. Books, magazine articles, and websites provide
information on how to set up L.E.D. lighting circuits.
Here, we look at the ways you may want to apply them
on your layout.
Do not simply replace an incandescent bulb in a
circuit with a L.E.D. L.E.D. devices use DC, polarity is
important, and L.E.D. light intensity is related to
current through the L.E.D., as compared to voltage for
incandescent lights.
Manufacturers have many colorful variations of
L.E.D. Components.
Blue-white
Yellow or sunny white
Amber
Red

fluorescent lighting
incandescent lighting
sodium vapor (street lights)
warning lights (some
blinking)
Red, green, blue, etc.
decorative and landscape
Bright blue-white
strobe lights
Some L.E.D. devices have two colors (Red/Blue or
GOING PUBLIC:
North Bend Christmas Show
By Christopher Jones

N

ew NMRA member Paul
W e s t o rg a n i z e d t h e
Christmas Model Train
Show at the Pony Village Mall in
North Bend. This show, located in
a vacant store, ran for 9 days and
ended just before Christmas.
The old live steam train that
used to run in Charleston as part of
the Snug Harbor Railroad was the
largest exhibit. It was presented by
Dick Jamsgard of the Oregon
Coast Historical Railway.
Paul West displayed HO scale
trains on his portable layout. Part
of it used old True Scale wooden
roadbed. Other NMRA members
who participated were Marvin
Selzer, whose HO layout was
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packed with detail; Paul Armor,
whose four Christmas layouts in
multiple scales thrilled the
children; Ed Schaenzer, who
provided two ovals of On30 trains
and displayed his buildings and
dioramas; and Christopher Jones,
who presented two ovals with a
selection of HO trains.
Other participants were Jim
Davenport, with his N scale layout,
Pete Brandt, with a large Lionel
layout, and Trent Kulm, whose HO
layout included a scratch-built
bridge.
Special thanks go to
Trent's wife for providing every
participant with a bag of
homemade goodies. Jerry Slattery
displayed a collection of historic
photos of Coos Bay.
Shoppers were delighted by the
variety of displays.
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GOING PUBLIC:
Valley River Center
Railroad Show

T

he 36th Annual Valley
River Show, hosted by the
Willamette Cascade Model
Railroad Club, ran from January 29
to February 1 at the Valley River
Center in Eugene.
The WCMRC displayed its
large modular HO scale layout.
Other participants were Oregon
Electric O Gaugers, Jim
Davenport, with his N scale layout,
Clay and Arlene Crosman’s G scale
layout, and Oregon Operation
Lifesaver.
The show was popular with
young and old visitors at the Valley
River Center Mall in Eugene.
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GOING PUBLIC: Showing People What Model Railroading Is All About
Recently, First Division member Bruce McGarvey placed a display in the Jackson County Public Library that ties
model railroading with local manufacturing, transportation history and, of course, reading material. Perhaps more
of us can contact our local libraries and volunteer to prepare exhibits that promote model railroading.

Bruce’s colorful exhibit depicts local model railroading
manufacturers (Kadee, Campbell, and Micro Trains), local
model railroad clubs, local railroad history and the
Southern Pacific, an iconic historical railroad in Oregon. It
also has a display that compares the sizes of various popular
scales of model railroading, from Z to G, and one that shows
common tools that model railroaders use.
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Scenery on the Allen, NE
Museum HO Layout
By Jim and Karen Van Delden

A

few years ago, I was stuck! But let me explain:
Karen and I were members of the Dixon
County Historical Museum in Allen, Nebraska.
In a town of about four hundred souls, the folksy
museum displayed a plethora of farm implements and
tools from yesteryear, lots of old kitchen appliances,
and even a country doctor's office equipment. The old
Pacific Short Line was built through town in the late
1800's and, until recently, the Northeastern Nebraska
Railroad moved farm products from towns, including
Allen, along a 120 mile route to Sioux City, Iowa.
Wanting to help out, I volunteered to build a static
display consisting of three feet of ballasted track with an
old CB&Q locomotive and a few cars. My good
intentions were promptly rewarded: I was placed in
charge of the Train Room, an empty insurance office
next door to the museum. As a good boy, I said “OK”
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before finding out what the President of the historical
society had in mind: a working HO scale layout and any
old railroad items, photographs, books, and…. Well,
you get the point.
This was a case of biting off more than I could chew.
Luckily, I had connections within the Cowboy Line
Division of the Mid-Continent Region of NMRA. The
group met monthly in Norfolk, Nebraska. Yes, the city
famous for being the home town of “Here's Johnny!”
One of my friends helped me set a piece of plywood on
legs. He showed me what slabs of pink foam could do
and how to make a creek over which I could place a
bridge. And he was kind enough to show me the basics
of electrical wiring so the train could make a complete
circuit around the track. The town of Allen was placed
on a small hill. An assortment of structures I had
collected over the years sufficed for the initial Main
Street buildings. At that time, I had never done any
scenery. I had another pal, an NMRA member who
graciously helped with the layout. She proved to be a
diamond in the rough for the scenery part.

Karen, who is much more artistically skilled than me, tackled the scenery portion of our project for the Allen
Museum. Faced with several scale acres of farm country, the railroad's right-of-way and the town's main street, it
didn't take her long to form plans. Although she never worked on scenery before then, she made suggestions that
made a lot of sense to me. Small chunks of foam were added to the layout and covered with strips of paper towel
soaked in soupy plaster of Paris. This helped smooth the sharp corners. After drying, a generic brown color was
painted over the plaster and we made sure that all of it was thoroughly covered. We returned a few days later and
Karen added the ground cover of grass, bushes, trees and rocks. The water tower, office buildings and bank were
firmly glued in place.

A small bluff next to the rail tunnel portal was built up with small chunks of foam and received a similar finishing as
the surrounding area. A couple have a house with picnic table on the lawn and trees just down from the bluff. Just
across the tracks is a filling station with the pumps by the country road.
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Master Builder - Cars
Master Builder - Motive Power
Master Builder - Structures
By Glenn Edmison, Chair, First Division AP Team

I

n this issue, I want to give you information about
NMRA Achievement Awards for three popular
areas of modeling: Railroad Cars, Railroad
Locomotives/Motive Power, and Railroad Structures.
These three have many elements in common when
being evaluated, and so I present them together.
Many items in today’s market come with the basic
unit pre-assembled, but with a package of detail parts
which the buyer must apply. Others come in kit form,
with both the basic unit and the parts needing to be
applied. Examples are brake wheels, grab irons,
railings, window frames, and decals. Even then, when
one looks with a critical eye, there are additions and
improvements that can be made. Some modelers like to
custom build the entire unit. This makes them “scratch
built.” In many cases these improvements qualify as
“super-detailing”, and with “weathering” and make
them eligible for NMRA merit evaluation.
Articles in popular railroad modeling magazines,
through text and pictures, show us how to upgrade or
customize basic models into truly prototypical units,
which may not be available on the regular market. This
is a favorite activity for many modelers and they take
great pride in their accomplishments.
Local clubs encourage their members to showcase
their fine efforts through exhibits and contests.
Examination of these fine models, and the
explanations by their owners of what they have done to
produce them are great learning opportunities for other
members. whether just responses to questions or by
presentation of formal “how-to clinics.” And so we all
benefit.
NMRA, through the Achievement Program,
encourages modelers to have their efforts officially
recognized by being evaluated against a standard set of
measures of good modeling. called Merit Awards. these
then may be applied toward nationally recognized
Achievement Awards. Eight merit awards are needed to
earn Master Builder - Cars. Three merit awards are
needed for Master Builder - Motive Power, and six
merit award for Master Builder- Structures. In each
case, at least one must be scratch-built. I will give you
some basic information about the evaluation process,
but encourage you to visit the NMRA web page
http://www.nmra.org/education/achievement to see the
wealth of information and help available to

Members. I will briefly describe the five categories
used by evaluators to determine whether you have
qualified. These same categories are utilized for each of
the Master Builder Awards so it is helpful for you to
understand them. I urge you to use them yourself to
evaluate your own efforts or ask a fellow model that you
know to do so. You will learn much, and almost always
improve your modeling.
When you are ready you can bring it to a meeting to
share and to be evaluated by the AP Team. All of these
categories are similar, and are designed to make the
evaluation as objective as possible. Long gone are the
days of making purely judgement calls based entirely
upon the experience (or lack of it) by the evaluators.
Every effort will be made to help the modeler earn the
minimum 87.5 points out of a possible 125 needed to
qualify for the Merit Award.
All three of the Master Builder Awards are
evaluated in the five categories shown in the guides
below. Points earned in each category are then added
together to determine the total.
MERIT AWARD SCORING SCHEDULE
CATEGORY
CONSTRUCTION
DETAIL
CONFORMITY
FINISH & LETTERING
SCRATCHBUILT
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DESCRIPTION
POINTS
Workmanship
0-40
Quality & Amount
0-20
Prototype Practice
0-25
General Appearance 0-25
Amount of Parts
Built by the Modeler 0-15
TOTAL 0-125
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POINTS TO PONDER ABOUT CONSTRUCTION*
· Consider quality, skill, workmanship, and complexity only.
· Consider the proper handling and selection of materials.
· Check quality of assembly of components and pieces.
· Check neatness of glued parts, ladders square, roof walk centered, etc.
· Check fit of components (there should not be any open joints).
· Look for mismatched scribed siding, off-vertical or off-square siding.
· Check for uneven roofs and/or eaves overhang.
· Check for unsanded, fuzzy wood, excessive wood fibers, saw or file marks, badly cut ends, dents.
· Check for windows, doors, hatches, etc. out-of-plumb.
· Check that repeats of multiple parts are evenly spaced, e.g. grab irons, gingerbread, roof rafters.
· Check for excess glue or solder, glue cobwebs, glue on windows.
· Look for fingerprints.
POINTS TO PONDER ABOUT COMPLEXITY*
· Consider the amount of effort, or hours to fit multiple parts.
· Consider the difficulty of the model and/or construction techniques.
· Consider the number of roof valleys.
· Consider multiple walls compared to a simple structure.
· Consider multiple sides compared to a round or square structure.
· Consider the complexity of a center flow hopper compared to a simple boxcar.
· A 4-6-6-4 would be more complex than a 4-6-4.
6
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POINTS TO PONDER ABOUT DETAIL*
· Consider the amount and complexity of the detail and the number of subordinate parts added.
· Consider the refinement of the model.
· Remember to evaluate the quantity of detail and not quality
· Consider the amount of underbody detail, air lines, brake rigging, brake cylinders, etc.
· Is there coupler cut lever detail and are there appropriate safety devices?
· Check for board-by-board construction instead of scribed siding.
· Look for fascia boards, eaves, troughs, downspouts, gutters.
· Examine model for bolt heads, nail heads, door knobs.

The key to conformity is whether or not the model is logical
EXEMPTIONS: Couplers for cars and locomotives are exempt from conformity judging. No points are to be
given for the presence or absence of any style of coupler. Wheels and axles for cars and locomotives are also
exempt from conformity judging. No points are to be given for insulated or properly gauged wheelsets or for
correct wheel contours. In judging trackwork, no points are to be given for adherence to prototypical
dimensions. (NMRA Standards require deviations from the prototype in these items.) Do not consider any
operational aspect of the model in judging Conformity.
LOCOMOTIVES: Look for overall conformity, scale, logical piping and placement of components with
respect to the prototype.
CARS: Look for proper roof section, number and spacing of windows, trucks, brake rigging, interiors, out-ofera parts such as K-1 brake systems on a 60’ bulkhead flat car, or Timken roller bearing trucks on a narrow
gauge car, etc.
STRUCTURES & DISPLAYS: Consider architectural practices of construction, scale thickness of exposed
walls, window and door construction.
BRIDGES: Consider the size of members, proper span lengths, bracing and support details.
7
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FINISH & LETTERING EVALUATION*
This factor is concerned with the painting or surface finish of the model. It is the amount and quality of the
work of the finish and applied lettering that are being judged.
FINISH: The accuracy and completeness of the painting and lettering is considered here. Its’ quality is judged
as part of the Finish category. In evaluating color, the accurate placement of the several colors is more important
than the replication of an exact hue. Check lettering for proper placement, type style and size. Be sure that all
colors and lettering are included and appropriate. If the model is weathered, be sure that the weathering
conforms to prototypical effects.
AMOUNT OF WORK: Consider the number of colors and the difficulty in the separation lines between the
colors. Check the quality and quantity of fine striping and lettering. Consider both the complexity of the
finish and the complexity of the model. Among models finished with equal complexity and quality of finish, the
more complex model should receive a higher score.
It is rare to find an item around a railroad without some lettering or at least a number. If a prototype is chosen
with little or no lettering, then the model will not be eligible for as many points as one which has complex
lettering.
QUALITY OF FINISH: Check that the surface looks like the medium that it is supposed to represent. Check
that the colors are in the proper place and that they are neatly done. Are the letters straight? Hand lettering rates
highly with respect to quantity of work but seldom measures up to the appearance of a good decal or dry
transfer application. Check that the surface sheen is shiny or flat as the prototype would have been. Make sure
that there is no decal shine.
WEATHERING: The following is very important. There is no requirement that the model be weathered. Every
prototype piece of equipment was new at some point in time. If a weathered finish is chosen for the model it
adds to the amount and possibly the complexity of the work. However, weathering adds the risk of doing so
incorrectly or poorly. Correct weathering is difficult. It takes knowledge of how nature affects the appearance of
the prototype. Be careful here. This is an area where your personal biases could influence your thinking as an
impartial judge.
POINTS TO PONDER ABOUT FINISH & LETTERING*
· Consider the influence of artificial lights on colors when judging the appearance of the colors.
· Consider the quality of application of paint, brush marks, unevenness, runs, thickness.
· Check if the paint is too glossy or flat.
· Consider the amount and method of application of lettering.
· Check decal applications: straight, even spacing, air bubbles, decal sheen and excess film. Close trimmed
decals should be the norm for above average scores.
· The quality of the decal itself is not the responsibility of the modeler.
· Check if a stencil was made to letter a portion of the model.
· Consider the amount and appearance of the weathering.
· Make sure separation lines are clean and even.
· Consider the amount of work.
· Consider the number of colors and separation lines.
8
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Under Scratchbuilding, the models are evaluated for quantity of scratchbuilt parts and details. Quality is
considered under Construction.
* This material is found in NMRA’s Achievement Forms Judging Guidelines for Motive Power, Cars, and Structures. Modelers can
benefit by knowing how their models will be evaluated in each category and by performing self-evaluations. Some deficiencies that
will be noticed and evaluated may be easily fixed and result in higher scores on the model’s subsequent merit evaluation. If you have
any questions, you may contact Glenn.

been opened with convention discounts. Those of us
who are going should place reservations quickly!
And, if the hotels are filling up, what about the
special treats, like modeling with the masters or field
trips? Indeed, now is the time to plan to attend the
upcoming convention and train show, and to lock in
those hotel rates and obtain spots on those tours you
want to go on.
Hotel rates may not depend on whether there are one
or two per room, so if you are going alone, consider
teaming up with a friend. Car pooling and sharing a
hotel room can cut your expenses considerably.

PDX 2015 IS FILLING UP FAST

W

e are fortunate to be located close to an
NMRA National Convention this year.
Portland is “just up I-5 a bit” from most of us
in First Division. However, most conventioneers will
choose to camp out or stay at lodgings in or near
Portland rather than commute back and forth from
home each day.
Having stated the obvious, the convention’s hotel
was completely booked on the first day it took
reservations for the convention, and a second hotel has
9
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Model Train Shows and Events
March-June 2015
April 18-19

27th Annual Willamette Cascade Model Railroad Club Swap Meet & Train Show, Lane
Events Center, 796 W. 13th Ave., Eugene. Sat. 10AM - 5PM; Sun. 10 AM - 3PM. Adults $6,
children with adults: 6-12 $1, under 6 free. Info: ttandt@ram-mail.com.

May 2-3

Rickreall Grange Model Train Swap Meet & Show. 9AM - 3 PM both days. Contact Tom
Prior at pry626@onlinenw.com or 503-606-0398.

May 16

First Division Spring Mini-Meet. Coos County Fairgrounds, Myrtle Point. Doors open 9 AM;
program begins 10 AM. Info: http://www.pnr.nmra.org/div1.

Aug 23-29

NMRA National Convention, Portland, Oregon. DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel, Portland, hosted
by Second Division, PNR, NMRA. Info: http://www.nmra2015portland.org/

Aug 28-30

National Train Show, held in conjunction with the NMRA National Convention, at the Portland
Expo Center. Info: http://www.nmra2015portland.org/

Local Railroad Clubs
These clubs are not affiliated with NMRA but have members in NMRA and have expressed an interest in hosting
First Division members as guests and prospective new club members.
The Atlantic & Pacific N-gineers meet near downtown Junction City. They operate a permanent mobile 50’ x
24’ L-shaped DCC layout that they display at shows in the region. For meeting information, contact Mike
Adams at mdadams006@aol.com or 541-913-5865.
The Corvallis Society of Model Engineers meets every Wednesday at 7 PM. Visitors are welcome. The club
is located in an old gas station at 7155 Vandenberg Ave. in Adair Village, about 6 miles north of downtown
Corvallis on Highway 99W. For information, visit club website at www.csme1959.org.
The Eastern Cascades Model Railroad Club and the associated Live Steamers meet on Wednesdays at the
club house, 21540 Modoc Lane (off Ward Road east of Bend), 7-9 PM. Info: http://www.ecmrr.org/ or (541)
317-1545.
The Ochoco Valley Railroad Club meets most every Sunday, 2-4 PM in the club house on the Crook County
Fairgrounds. Contact Brad Peterson at (541) 447-6158 or Glenn Edmison at (541) 617-1110.
The Rogue Valley Model Railroad Club meets on (usually) first Saturday of the month, 10 AM at Medford
Railroad Park. Upcoming training sessions: April 11: Basics of Scenery and Tree Making; May 9: Modeling
Cheaply; June 6: Programming a DCC Decoder (tentative). Contact Ron Harten at sprucerr@earthlink.net.
The Umpqua Valley Model Railroad Club meets Thursday nights at 7 PM in the basement of the law offices
at 880 SE Jackson St. in Roseburg, OR. The club has a modular railroad layout in one room and is building
additional modules. For information, contact Nick Lehrbach at lehrbach@rosenet.net.
The Willamette Cascade Model Railroad Club meets the second Saturday of each month at 7 PM at the
Springfield Utility Board Energy & Conservation Services Building, 223 A St., Springfield. For
information, contact Lee Temple at ttandt@ram-mail.com.
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The Brakeman’s Rag is the newsletter of First Division, Pacific Northwest Region, National Model Railroader
Association. The newsletter is published quarterly. All NMRA members residing within the counties of Benton,
Coos, Crook, Deschutes, Douglas, Jackson, Josephine, Klamath, Lane, Lincoln, and Linn in Oregon are considered
to be First Division members. First Division has no dues. The Brakeman’s Rag is transmitted by email and posted
on our web page. Members who do not have email service receive the newsletter by U.S. mail with black and white
photos.

Paid advertisements

Commercial
Club
Classified
Individual RR Pike

2 x 3 1/2”
$24.00
20.00
16.00
12.00

Advertising rates for one year are:
3 x 3 1/2”
4 x 3 1/2”
$36.00
$48.00
30.00
40.00
24.00
32.00
18.00
24.00
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